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Density Functional Theory In practise Properties



Modeling in catalysis



Why ? To design better catalysts : better chemistry for a better life ! What ? Almost anything you need to better understand what’s going on . . .but not everything you want. How ? It depends of the time scale and the length scale you are interested in.
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Scales



From meter to nanometer. . . Reactor Catalyst Atoms



CO oxidation on Pt(100) embedded in a CSTR reactor at atmospheric pressure. See Vlachos et al. Chem. Eng. J. 2002
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Scales



From days to femtoseconds. . . Life time and recycling Reaction kinetics Scission of a bond Conversion of Glycerol in function of time and atmosphere. See Auneau et al. Chem. Eur. J. 2011
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Lengthscale



Tools



Process  and  plant   simula1ons  



10-3 Computa1onal  ﬂuids   dynamics   Kine1c  Monte-‐Carlo  (KMC)   Coarse  Grained  Monte-‐Carlo   (CGMC)  



10-6 Molecular   mechanics  



10-9



Quantum   chemistry  



10-12



10-9



10-6



10-3



Time scale
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Density Functional Theory
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



The Schr¨ odinger equation



Hψ = E ψ H is the hamiltonian of the system, it depends on the position of the nuclei n and the electrons e. E is the energy of the system ψ is the many-body wavefunction. It contains all the information possible but it is really complicated. It depends on 4 variables per particle r = x, y , z, spin.
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



The hamiltonian of a molecule



H = Tn + Te + Vnn + Vne + Vee Tn : the kinetic energy of the nuclei n Te : the kinetic energy of the electrons e Vnn : the nuclei-nuclei electrostatic interaction Vne : the nuclei-electron electrostatic interaction Vee : the electron-electron electrostatic interaction
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Born-Oppenheimer Approximation



Introduced in 1927, this adiabatic approximation consists in solving the Schr¨odinger equation in two consecutive steps of reduced complexity. It assumes that electrons instantaneously adapt to small movements of the nuclei. He = Te + Vne + Vee
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Main idea of DFT : E ↔ ρ(r1 ) The wavefunction ψel is still too complicated to determine : it depends on 4 variables per electron. ψe (r1 , s1 , r2 , s2 . . .) The electron density ρ is much simpler : it depends only on r = x, y , z. ρ ( r1 ) =



Z



dr2 . . .



Z



Z



Goal : E ↔ ρ(r1 )



drN |ψ(r1 , s1 , r2 , s2 , . . . , rN , sN )|2 ρ(r1 )dr1 = N
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Main idea of DFT : E ↔ ρ(r1 ) Can we relate E and ρ ? Is E a functional of ρ ? First Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem : Yes, for the ground-state ρ0 ↔ H0 ↔ ψ0 ↔ E0 Can we use this functional of density to access the energy of the ground-state E0 ? Second Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem : Yes, in theory. E (ρtrial ) ≥ E0 In practise ? Yes, thanks to the Kohn-Sham formulation
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



The Kohn-Sham approach



E0 [ρ0 ] = Te [ρ0 ] + Ene [ρ0 ] + Eee [ρ0 ] E0 [ρ0 ] = Te [ρ0 ] +



Z



drV (r)ρ(r) + Eee [ρ0 ]



However, the analytical form of Te and Eee is unkown. To overpass this problem, Kohn and Sham introduced a fictitious system (1965) and merged the unknown terms in the Exc term. E0 [ρ0 ] = Tfictious +



Z



drV (r)ρ(r) +



1 2



Z



Z



dr1



dr2 ρ(r1 )ρ(r2 ) + Exc
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Exc Exc is the energy of exchange and correlation. It is the ”bin” of DFT and contains all the difficulties. the exchange energy or Fermi correlation between electrons of same spin ; the self-interaction correction ; the Coulombic correlation between electron of opposite spin ; the difference of kinetic energy between the real and the fictitious system. Several approaches have tried to find more and more precise exchange and correlation functionals, climbing the Jacob’s ladder.
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Local Density Approximation - LDA 1



Exchange and correlation can be separated.



2



Locally, the density can be approximated by the one of the uniform electron gas. LDA Exc



=



Z



drexc (ρ(r)) = ExLDA + EcLDA



It gives reasonably good results by error cancelation : it underestimates the exchange energy and overestimate the correlation energy. On average, it overestimates bond energies. It gives bad results for molecules. Failures should come from the lack of spatial variation.
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Generalized Gradient Approximation - GGA



To better describe spatial variations, the gradient of the density ∇ρ(r) is also included. GGA Exc



=



Z



drρ(r)F GGA ρ(r), ∇ρ(r)







Several functions F GGA have been proposed, mainly in the ’90 : fitted on experimental data (e.g. PW91) based on physical models (e.g. PBE) The binding energies and the geometries are improved.
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



meta-GGA



In the line of the GGA approach, the meta-GGA functionals include also the laplacian of the density (second derivative). It gives better results but at the price of a poor numerical stability. For instance, TPSS.
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Hybrids



A different approach consists in mixing the exchange and correlation from GGA or meta-GGA with a certain percentage of the exchange as computed with the Hartree-Fock theory (from the wave-function strategy). Those functionals are at the origin of the success of DFT in molecular chemistry. For instance : B3LYP, PBE0, HSEsol
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Benchmarks



One can compare to experiments. . .



Lattice constant Bulk modulus Atomization energies Heats of formation



LDA 1.0 7.8 18.0 7.3



PBE 1.6 12.8 4.5 17.6



HSEsol 0.3 3.6 4.2 7.4



Table : Mean absolute relative error in percent for a test of solids. See Schimka, PhD, Vienna University.
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



Benchmarks . . . or to high level of theory (CCSD(T)).



H-transfer No H-transfer Total



LDA 12.05 17.72 14.88



PBE 8.11 9.32 8.71



TPSS 8.62 7.71 8.17



B3LYP 4.34 4.23 4.14



Table : Mean unsigned error in kcal/mol for the activation energies in BHTBH38/04 database. See Zhao et al. J. Phys. Chem. A, 2005, 109, 2012-2018.



LDA is very bad for molecular systems. Hybrids (B3LYP) have been a real break through for DFT applied to molecular systems.
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Introduction Concepts Climbing the Jacob’s ladder



What’s next ? . . . Long-range interactions



So far, the functional has been approximated using only local quantities. Non-local contributions are underestimated, such as van der Walls interactions. Even small, those interactions can play an important role through cooperative effect (enzymes, etc.). Developing novel strategies to overcome this problem is on-going. Semi-empirical correction : DFT+D Non-local functionals : vdw-DF
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



In practise, a world of compromise. . . Computational costs vs. precision



Figure : JADE (23040 cores) in the French computer center CINES
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Basis set



The Khon-Sham orbitals have to be expanded on a finite basis set. localized Gaussian functions molecules several families to test GAUSSIAN, TURBOMOLE, etc.



periodic plane waves solids the energy cutoff controls the quality VASP, SIESTA, etc.



More exotic : combined approaches (CP2K), Slater type localized orbitals (ADF, BAND), wavelets as periodic basis set (BigDFT).
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Integration grids



The quality of the grids used to compute the integrals is also important. In most of the quantum chemistry programs, the default setting is a reasonable compromise between precision and computational cost. For periodic systems, the quality of the integration grid in the Brillouin zone is also essential (K-points mesh). This grid has to be carefully chosen.
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Geometry optimisation



Our goal : searching for the geometry (r) that minimizes the energy E . What is the most stable adsorption site on a surface ? What is the most stable conformation of glycerol ?
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Local minimum



Algorithms can search automatically for a minimum.



E



They are generally based on the computation of the force exerted on the nuclei. Exit criteria : total number of step gradient lower than a threshold etc.



R
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Local minimum



The search can be stuck in a local well of the potential energy surface. It can be stuck also on a saddle point or maximum where forces are also zero. A minimum is characterized by secondary derivatives all positive.



E



R
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Global minimum



To guarantee that a minimum is the global minimum, we need to know the entire Potential Energy Surface (PES) : almost impossible ! Our chemical knowledge will guide us. Theoreticians also have some tools to facilitate the exploration of the PES.
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Example : CO@Pd



During the pratical session, we will consider various positions to adsorb CO on Pd(111) and Pd(001). Facet (111)



Hollow Top



Bridge



(001)



Position top bridge hcp fcc top bridge hollow



Eads (eV) -1.30 -1.42 -1.98 -1.94 -1.50 -1.90 -1.81
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Transition state



A transition state is a saddle point of order 1. It is a maximum in one direction (the reaction coordinate), a minimum in all others. Thus, it will be characterized by a unique negative second derivative (imaginary frequency).



R2



TS



R1
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Transition state Two main strategies can be combined. R2



R2



TS



TS



R1



R1



Reaction Path methods (NEB, etc.)



Eigenfollow methods (Dimer, etc.)
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Numerical accuracy Geometry optimisation



Example : CO@Pd During the practical session, we will consider various paths of diffusion of CO on Pd(001), from the bridge position to another bridge position.



Path 3



Path 1 2 3



Activation energy (eV) 0.36 0.09 0.30



Path 1 Path 2
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Reaction Paths Where are the electrons ? Spectroscopies



Properties
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Reaction Paths Where are the electrons ? Spectroscopies



Reaction path Various reaction paths can be computed using DFT calculations. OH



O HO



HO



OH TSOHc-CHc



TSCHc



0.84



O



OH



TSCHt



0.83



0.77 0.70



0.67



TSCHt-OHt



TSOHt



TSOHc



0.59



OH OH



0.47



TSCHc-OHc



0.42



TSOHt-CHt



0.09 -0.06 0.00



IntCHc



DHA -0.48



-0.19



-0.25 -0.32



-0.24



-0.01 -0.02



IntCHt



-0.08 -0.13 IntOHt



IntOHc



Glycerol dehydrogenation on Rh(111). F. Auneau et al., Chem. Eur. J., 2011



-0.28 -0.37 -0.49
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Reaction Paths Where are the electrons ? Spectroscopies



Reaction path



Providing a reaction network and the corresponding activation energies and reaction energies, one can derive a kinetic model. The activation energy E ‡ and the kinetic constant k are related by the Arrhenius equation : k = A × exp −



E‡  RT
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Reaction Paths Where are the electrons ? Spectroscopies



Charges



To attribute charges to each atom, several schemes have been develop to split the density and attribute part of it to atoms.



C O



Gas Phase 1.84e -1.84e



CO bridge on Pd(001) 1.70e -1.93e



Table : Bader charges of CO (PW91)
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Reaction Paths Where are the electrons ? Spectroscopies



Molecular orbitals CH3 H



From DFT calculations, we can also come back to molecular orbitals. We can then use the molecular orbitals machinery to analyze reactivity, absorption spectra etc. For instance, the capability of the electrophile Fe(IV)=O moiety can be traced back to the lowest acceptor orbital energy (σ∗). C. Michel et al., Inorg. Chem., 2009



O CH4+ L Fe L L L L



CH3 H



O L L



Fe L



L



L



L



RC



R



Fe L



I



E σ*



3σ*



σ R-CH



2π*y 2π*x 1δx2-y2



2σ 1δxy 1πy 1πx Fe(IV)=O



H



O L



L



L



L



L



O Fe



CH3 L



L



L



L



L



RP



Fe L



L + CH OH 3 L



P
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Reaction Paths Where are the electrons ? Spectroscopies



Density of states Density of States are the molecular orbitals of solids.



Hoffman, Rev. Mod Phys., 1988
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Density of states Searching for the electrons : projection of the DOS.



Hoffman, Rev. Mod Phys., 1988
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Spectroscopies



At a given geometry, we can simulate several spectroscopies : IR based spectroscopies UV-vis spectroscopies XPS NMR STM images ...
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Example : XPS Oxidation of Pt3 Sn(111)-(2×2) at different temperatures and under 500 mTorr



Y. Jugnet, JPCL, 2012
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